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Instructor availability
The instructor is available via e-mail any time. Office hours by appointment (online and offline).

Time and location
Monday, 6-9pm, SP and online

Calendar description
TIMG 5105 [0.5 credit] Designing Innovation Communities
This course helps entrepreneurs and product managers understand the role of communities in innovation (eg peer
production and crowdsourcing). It provides them with tools for designing communities, and guidelines for
selecting the technology for supporting a community.

Course objectives
The focus of this course will be on online innovation communities. The following topics will be covered:

• Examples of innovation communities (brand communities, peer production, crowdsourcing)
• Designing communities (how to start a community, attract members, encourage members to contribute and
commit to the community, regulate behavior and manage quality)
• Selecting technology for supporting communities (communities of practice, community experience,
technology configuration, community activities and tools, community assessment)

Problem definition, hypotheses formulation, methods to collect and examine data, and the identification of
insights relevant to academics and practitioners are key components of this course. The particular approach we
will use is to describe propositions about community design in terms of design claims.

Rationale
Innovation communities play an increasingly important role in product and service development. Many products
are now designed in collaboration with customers, and many traditional tasks (eg support and product reviews) are
carried out by customer-driven communities. A special case of this is when the product (eg open source software)
is produced by a community (ie the peer production model). Still other products (social networking sites) are
created for the sole purpose of supporting a community and have created a new industry (social media).

This course helps entrepreneurs and product managers understand the role of communities role in innovation (eg
online contests and crowdsourcing). It provides them with tools for designing innovation communities (eg how to
encourage contribution from community members), and guidelines for selecting the technology for an innovation
community (eg understand community goals, choice of platforms). The content of the course complements topics
covered in other courses such as TIMG 5005 (customer value creation) and TIMG 5101 (product development).
**Benefits**
This course prepares students to undertake thesis research or applied projects in the areas of community design, innovation using communities, and technology to support communities.

**Class Sessions**
Classes are delivered both in-class and online. To join online, go to [http://present.carleton.ca](http://present.carleton.ca) and log into the conference **TIMG 5105** with password **student**. For the audio portion of the conference call the number listed in the chat window, or use the built-in VOIP connection (headphones icon). When prompted, enter the conference room in the chat window. When you use the VOIP connection, it is essential that you wear headphones. Please see detailed instructions on joining an online classroom on the BigBlueButton website:

[http://www.bigbluebutton.org/content/videos](http://www.bigbluebutton.org/content/videos)

For the weekly sessions, there will be assigned readings and tasks. The course material and recordings of the class sessions will be made available on the Moodle LMS at [http://moodle.tim.carleton.ca](http://moodle.tim.carleton.ca). The instructor aims to make a version of the slides available before every class, however, they may be updated as a result of in-class discussion. Please check for updates after the class. A recording of each class will also be made available to allow students to review classes at a later point. Contact the instructor, if you need an account.

During the student group presentation sessions, groups will be asked to make short presentations on their assignments (max. 10 minutes; please practice so you stay on time). Each group decides who presents what and in which order. Before **6 p.m. EST** the day prior to when presentations are due, each group will upload the slides to be presented the next day to Moodle in PDF format. An easy way to convert presentations to PDF is to use Open Office, which can import files from PowerPoint and Word and save them to PDF. (BigBlueButton can also convert from other formats, but you lose control over the conversion results. Better to convert it yourself.)

**Student Evaluation**
Course participants are required to complete three group assignments, submit lessons learned, and participate actively in class (discussion and assigned tasks). To determine the course grade, these weights apply:

- Class participation (individual) 10%
- Innovation community (group) 25%
- Community design (group) 25%
- Technology selection (group) 25%
- Lessons learned (individual) 15%

Assignments submitted late and presentations not made will receive a grade of zero. All students in a group receive the same grade. Final grade reports will follow Carleton University guidelines.

**Class participation**
Active class participation is an important component of this class:

1. Participation in class discussions (contribute to lessons learned at the end of each class, lead a discussion, provide feedback on the assignments of your classmates).
2. Start discussions on two topics related to the class material and post them to the forum, and contribute to two discussions created by others. Contributions are evaluated based on their significance.
**Innovation community**
This is a group assignment. Groups can have up to 3 or 4 members, or depending on class size.

Profile an existing innovation community:

1. What problem does the community solve?
2. Who are the members of the community that we need to connect?
3. What platform does the community use?
4. What interactions does the platform support?
5. What experiences will members gain from interacting?
6. What value is created for initiator and members?

Submit the initial version of the assignment in session 4.
Final version due in session 5.

**Community design**
This is a group assignment. Groups can have between 3 or 4 members, or depending on class size.

Design your own innovation community:

1. Propose an innovation community and answer the questions from assignment 1.
2. Complete a community design canvas for your community.

Workshop of the assignment in session 8.
Final version due in session 9.

**Technology selection**
This is a group assignment. Groups can have between 3 or 4 members, or depending on class size.

Select the technology to support the innovation community from assignment 2:

1. Identify the activities that need to be supported in your community.
2. Select technologies that support those activities based on the approach in *Digital Habitats*.

Workshop of the assignment in session 12.
Final version due one week after the end of classes.

**Lessons learned**

Document three lessons learned from the class, one from each focus area.

Due one week after the end of classes.

**Group work and free loaders**

Group work is an important component of this course. You may elect to work in the same group to prepare both assignments or work in two different groups. Group conflicts are to be dealt with by the group in a way that is fair, fast and without personal attacks. The instructor does not settle group disputes.

The instructor will dissolve a group that is late submitting an assignment. A group of three is expected to deliver better work than a group of two.

Free loaders are not welcome anywhere. This course is no exception. The best way to deal with free loaders is to not include their names in the first page of the group assignments. If a student’s name does not appear in an assignment submitted by his or her group, the student must submit his or her own assignment. Failure to do so, the student will receive zero for the assignment. There is zero tolerance for free loaders.
**Students with disabilities**
Students with disabilities who require academic accommodations in this course are encouraged to contact the Paul Menton Centre (PMC) for Students with Disabilities to complete the necessary forms. After registering with the PMC, make an appointment with me in order to discuss your needs at least two weeks before the first assignment is due. This will allow for sufficient time to process your request.

**Plagiarism**
Plagiarism (copying and handing in for credit someone else's work) is a serious instructional offence that will not be tolerated. Please refer to the section on instructional offences in the Graduate Calendar for additional information. Plagiarism is against the TIM culture. A case of plagiarism will be referred to the Chair of the Department and the Carleton University Ethics Committee. The instructor will not deal with the matter directly. The university has clear processes to deal with students who are suspected of plagiarism.

**Administrative details**
These are the rules of conduct for this course:

- Please notify the instructor via e-mail if you will not attend a class.
- You must be prepared for each class. You do so by reading the material assigned and being prepared to discuss in class how what was read can be applied in product development organizations.
- Each presenter must upload his/her slides to Moodle by **6pm** the day before class.

**Designing Innovation Communities: Schedule**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Readings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sep 4</td>
<td>Session 1: Introduction</td>
<td>Course outline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 5</td>
<td>Session 5: Community design I Final version of assignment 1 due</td>
<td>Weiss (TBD) Kraut &amp; Resnick (2012) Zhu et al. (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 12</td>
<td>Thanksgiving</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 26</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Nov 2
Session 7: Community design III
Kraut & Resnick (2012)
von Krogh et al. (2003)

Nov 9
Session 8: Presentation of assignment 2: Community design

Nov 16
Session 9: Technology selection I
Final version of assignment 2 due
Wenger et al. (2009)

Nov 23
Session 10: Technology selection II
Wenger et al. (2009)

Nov 30
Session 11: Technology selection III
Wenger et al. (2009)

Dec 7
Session 12: Presentation of assignment 3: Technology selection
Final version of assignment 3 due
Lessons Learned due
No class

Required books
Wenger, E. et al. (2009), *Digital Habitats*, CPSquare, no electronic copy available at library. However, the companion website has some good resources: http://technologyforcommunities.com

Readings
To access the required journal articles in electronic form, go to: http://www.library.carleton.ca, and click on “Journals & Journal Articles”. Enter the name of the journal, and click “Search”. Click on the link (there may be several), and enter your barcode number and PIN. For material on the Web, the URL is provided.

Readings for Session 2: Innovation communities I

Readings for Session 3: Innovation communities II


**Readings for Session 4: Innovation communities III**


**Readings for Session 5: Community design I**

Weiss, M. (2015), Community Design Canvas


**Readings for Session 6: Community design II**


**Readings for Session 7: Community design III**


**Readings for Session 9: Technology selection I**
Wenger, E. et al. (2009), Constructing digital habitats: community experience in technology configurations, Digital Habitats.

Wenger, E. et al. (2009), Make sense of the technology landscape, Digital Habitats.

Readings for Session 10: Technology selection II
Wenger, E. et al. (2009), Community orientations: activities and tools, Digital Habitats.
Wenger, E. et al. (2009), Assessing your community context, Digital Habitats.
Wenger, E. et al. (2009), Technology acquisition strategy, Digital Habitats.

Readings for Session 11: Technology selection III
Wenger, E. et al. (2009), Stewarding technology in use, Digital Habitats.
Wenger, E. et al. (2009), Action notebook, Digital Habitats.
Wenger, E. et al. (2009), More distributed future, Digital Habitats.

Suggested books
The following books are optional, but they allow you to pursue specific topics of the course in more detail. Some of these books can also be downloaded online or have significant web resources.